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Voiceprint Recognition (VPR)

◼ identity verification in banks’ telephone-communication

Citi Bank TD Bank

Identify a person by his/her speeches, a.k.a., speaker recognition
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Voiceprint Recognition (VPR)

◼ access control in smart home, smartphones, and mobile applications 

WeChat

Identify a person by his/her speeches, a.k.a., speaker recognition



Voiceprint Recognition (VPR)

◼ key-word detection of voice assistants

Identify a person by his/her speeches, a.k.a., speaker recognition



Speech Adversarial Examples against VPR
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Speech Adversarial Examples against VPR

+

“It is uttered by Bob”

Bob’s 

voiceprint model

perturbation

Imposter

“It is not uttered by Bob”

“It is not uttered by Bob”

listen

unauthorized access

property damage

issue malicious instructions

launch follow-up attacks 

Attack vectors: replay, voice synthesis/conversion, 

hidden speech, backdoor, adversarial attacks
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Query-free black-box attack: QFA2SR

Threat model: Black-box & Query-free

Motivation:

White-box: unpractical

Query-based black-box: charges; frequency limit; no exposed query APIs

Solution:

Leverage transferability

Challenge:

Transferability of speech adversarial examples is extremely low 

Transfer rate 

same architecture, training dataset, acoustic feature, scoring method 



Query-free black-box attack: QFA2SR

Our attack:

three approaches to enhance transferability

1 3

2



QFA2SR: Tailored Loss Functions

Design loss functions tailored to different attack scenarios and VPR

◼ targeted attack on open-set identification: 

cross entropy

margin loss

threshold-based decision-making

x: voice

S(x): score vector

t: target speaker

G: group of enrolled speakers
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Design loss functions tailored to different attack scenarios and VPR

cross entropy

margin loss

threshold-based decision-making

x: voice

S(x): score vector

t: target speaker

G: group of enrolled speakers

!!! Cross entropy and margin loss

are sub-optimal

◼ targeted attack on open-set identification: 
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S(x): score vector
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QFA2SR: Tailored Loss Functions

◼ untargeted attack on open-set identification: 

x: voice

S(x): score vector

s: 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 [𝑆(𝑥0)]𝑖
G: group of enrolled speakers

cross entropy

margin loss

Design loss functions tailored to different attack scenarios and VPR

!!! F3 is the best;

margin loss is the worst
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QFA2SR: SRS Ensemble

combine diverse surrogates → more likely to transfer to unknown target 

Two ensemble strategies:

⚫ dynamic weights selection

uniform weight

dynamic weight: surrogate-specific; iteratively updated

dynamic weight dominates uniform weight



QFA2SR: SRS Ensemble

x: voice

S(x): score vector

G: group of enrolled speakers

untargeted attack on open-set identification: 

local score rank differs → 𝑖 differs → inconsistent optimize directions 
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QFA2SR: SRS Ensemble

x: voice

S(x): score vector

G: group of enrolled speakers

untargeted attack on open-set identification: 

Define global score rank to aggregate local ranks by voting or summation

combine diverse surrogates → more likely to transfer to unknown target 

Two ensemble strategies:

⚫ dynamic weights selection

⚫ Global score ranking

global rank  

local rank  

local score rank differs → 𝑖 differs → inconsistent optimize directions 



QFA2SR: Time-Freq Corrosion

use randomized modifications functions to simulate and 

approximate the decision boundary of unknow target 

randomized modifications functions

⚫ Time-domain

Reverberation-distortion (RD): convolve 𝑥 with Room Impulse Response

Noise-flooding (NF): add Gaussian noise to 𝑥

Speed-alteration (SA): ↑↑ or ↓↓ speed of 𝑥

Chunk-dropping (CD): drop partial chunks of 𝑥

Frequency-dropping (FD): drop some frequency components of 𝑥

time-domain function𝑥



QFA2SR: Time-Freq Corrosion

use randomized modifications functions to simulate and 

approximate the decision boundary of unknow target 

randomized modifications functions

⚫ Time-domain
time-domain function𝑥

⚫ Frequency-domain

frequency-domain F
time

frequency

F

P

T-P

A1

A2

Time-warping (TW): scale “image” A1 from 𝑃 × 𝐹 to w× 𝐹 , scale A2 from (𝑇 − 𝑃) × 𝐹 to (T − w) × 𝐹 , 

w is randomly chosen

Time-masking (TM): zero mask random consecutive frames along the time-axis

Frequency-masking (FM): zero mask random consecutive channels along the frequency-axis



QFA2SR: Time-Freq Corrosion

use randomized modifications functions to simulate and 

approximate the decision boundary of unknow target 

randomized modifications functions

⚫ Time-domain

⚫ Frequency-domain

⚫ Serial or parallel combinations

Each single function: ↑ serial combination: ↑↑ parallel combination: ↑↑↑



QFA2SR: experiments on commercial APIs

APIs: Microsoft Azure, iFlytek, TalentedSoft, Jingdong

◼ targeted attack on open-set identification

◼ untargeted attack on open-set identification

◼ targeted attack on text-dependent verification

↑: 10%-70% transfer 

improvement over the most 

effective baseline

Azure: ≈ 90% targeted

≈ 100% untargetd



QFA2SR: experiments on voice assistants

Voice assistants: Google Assistant, Apple Siri, and TMall Genie



QFA2SR: human study

presented with a pair of voices 

tell if they are uttered by the same speaker

126 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk Platform

⚫ Normal: 2 clean voices from distinct speakers

⚫ QFA2SR: 1 clean voice from the target speaker

1 QFA2SR adversarial voice from imposter

⚫ BIM: 1 clean voice from the target speaker

1 BIM adversarial voice from imposter

⚫ VC: 1 clean voice from the target speaker

1 voice generated by voice cloning

QFA2SR does not worsen imperceptibility



Any Question?
Thanks!

Guangke Chen: https://guangkechen.site

Fu Song: songfu1983@gmail.com

Take away

⚫ Query-free black-box speech adversarial examples against voiceprint recognition

⚫ Leverage transferability

⚫ Equipped with three approaches to boost transferability

⚫ Highly effective against commercial APIs and voice assistants

⚫ Negligible effect on imperceptibility

⚫ Vulnerability disclosure receives acknowledgment or bounty award from vendors

Website (attack audios & videos): https://sites.google.com/view/qfa2sr

Paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.14097

https://sites.google.com/view/qfa2sr
https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.14097

